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compsMart+sM

A  s m A r t e r  w A y  t o  A s s e s s  p r o j e c t  p o t e n t i A l

In addition to the array of services Novogradac 

& Company LLP provides, the firm’s Government 

Consulting & Valuation Advisory (GoVal) Group 

is pleased to present its Comparable Market 

Analysis and Research Tool — compsMart+sM.  

CompsMART+SM is a unique one-stop source of housing 

and demographic information that provides market data 

and mapping resources. For anyone having difficulty 

obtaining current and reliable occupancy and rental data 

for their market, and a desire to know how their market 

is performing compared to others, this tool can help. 

CompsMART+SM provides accurate and up-to-date snap-

shots of neighborhoods and communities and includes 

target-market comparables, as well as discrete demo-

graphic information and pin-point mapping capabilities. 

CompsMART+SM draws on the firm’s national rent  

valuation database tax credit, market-rate and sub-

sidized properties. Existing property information is 

updated constantly and new properties are continually 

added, allowing  CompsMART+SM to provide an accurate 

and timely description of a metro area’s occupancy and 

rent trends.

U s e r s  c A n :

n Perform searches on our geospatial  

database properties

n View all properties and search results on  

an interactive map

n Instantly find all properties within a specified radius  

of a user identified Point of Interest (POI)

n Retrieve property profile reports and key demographic 

information on a user defined Area of Interest (AOI).

contact us
Visit us online at www.govalgroup.com  

For additional information contact us at  

compsmart@novoco.com or call Brad Weinberg in  

the Metro Washington, D.C. office at 240.235.1701



Properties in the chosen search area  

appear, numbered, on an interactive map. 

Map overlays include census tracts and 

congressional district boundaries, as 

well as satellite and hybrid views. Users 

can also zoom in or out to street level. 

Users can search the database by address, city/state,  

Zip code, and/or county and set their own search radius.  

The database covers both urban and rural markets in every 

state, including Puerto Rico and the U. S. Virgin Islands. 

From the search page users can also select the type of 

properties they are looking for such as only tax credit  

properties or high-rises, or just market-rate properties.

In addition to property data, users can access Census  

2000 data, current year estimates and five year forecasted 

projections based on the selected radius. Population, 

income, age and employment data are available too, thereby 

adding meaning to the housing market information provided 

by CompsMART+SM ’s property profiles. The census data 

offered by CompsMART+SM also includes information on 

hundreds of key demographic variables.

Before purchasing reports users 

are provided a brief overview 

of the properties returned by 

the search. The address, date 

of the last survey, building type, 

program type and number of 

bedrooms is provided.

The full reports include rent and occupancy information, in addition to market data such 

as absorption rates, length of waiting lists and leasing pace, which can help in assessing 

a selected housing market. Information not commonly found elsewhere, such as utility 

structures, in-unit and property amenities, and comments on the state of the market 

from property manager are also available. Samples of all reports are can be found online.

s a M P l e  c o m p s M a r t + sM M a P
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gis services
A  s m A r t e r  w A y  t o  A s s e s s  p r o j e c t  p o t e n t i A l

Of the many services Novogradac provides, 

one that sets us apart from our competitors  

is our GIS capability. Novogradac is a  

licensed user of the ESRI Business Analyst 

GIS software.

The software allows 

us to do in-house GIS 

and data analysis of 

locations nationwide. 

With this ArcView 

compatible software, 

we can:

n Analyze any spatial area, as our system contains all 

U.S. political boundaries, Census tracts, block groups 

and blocks. 

n Input custom boundaries to focus our analysis on 

customer defined areas such as by a specified radius 

from an identified point or custom-drawn polygon. 

Clients are obviously better served by project specific, 

custom drawn study areas that take into account their 

entire project needs.

Novogradac’s GIS capabilities allow us to provide  

analysis of the changes and trends in the demographics 

of the study area. This analysis examines the past ten 

years of demographic data.

Data included in GIS analysis encompasses Census  

data for 1990 and 2000, as well as current year estimates 

and forecasted five year projections. By using  

Novogradac’s proprietary forecast model, additional 

projections beyond the ten year threshold can be made.

contact us
Visit us online at www.govalgroup.com  

For additional information contact us at  

gis@novoco.com or call Brad Weinberg in  

the Metro Washington, D.C. office at 240.235.1701



Data included in GIS analysis encompasses Census data for 1990 and 2000, as 

well as current year estimates and forecasted five year projections. By using 

Novogradac’s proprietary forecast model, additional projections beyond the ten 

year threshold can be made. In addition, the GIS software allows us to:

n Find pockets of demand for housing and consumer needs by mapping Census 

tracts or block groups with low incomes, high renter tenure, large house-

holds, or other key demand elements, such as elderly rental population.

n Import other data to the system to add additional layers of information to 

our analysis. A particularly useful capability is site selection. By inputting 

customer specified criteria, we can instantly identify areas meeting  

those standards.

n Provide customized maps displaying the results of our analyses. These maps 

provide the customer with an easy way to quickly visualize the data and any 

trends they present, and are included in final reports and presentations.

Together, all segments of our GIS capabilites allow us to provide an invaluable asset to 

our clients, as it helps them understand and envision the market segments they serve.  
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